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MCROWAVE DEVICE. 
David H. Sloan, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Re 
search Corporation, New York, N. Y., a corpo 
ration of New York 

Application September 3, 1947, Serial No. 771,852 
(C. 315-39) 13 Claims. 

This invention relates broadly to resonators 
for microwave apparatus, i. e., to apparatus for 
operation at frequencies corresponding to wave 
lengths of materially less than one meter. Such 
resonators find their widest application in tubes 
for generating and amplifying such frequencies, 
and the specific embodiments of the invention 
described and claimed herein relate to Such 
tubes, although other applications will suggest 
themselves to those skilled in the art. 
The art of generating microwaves of high 

power received great impetus through the devel 
opment of cavity resonators; prior to this devel 
opment the Small physical size of the structures 
which would respond to the frequencies of the 
Waves imposed severe limitations. On the currents 
they would carry without undue heating. Cav 
ity resonance permitted larger structures to be 
used and greatly increased the power which 
could be generated. The demands for higher and 
higher powers, however, exceed the capacities of 
the resonators which can now be termed “con 
ventional.º 
One of the major difficulties in Supplying these 

demands is that a cavity will resonate in a theo 
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25 
retically infinite number of modes, and these 
modes are not integral multiples of a single fun 
damental, as is the case with older types of 
structure, but may be of quite closely adjacent 
frequencies. Very minor differences in dimen 
Sion, in placement of elements or in the exciting 
voltage applied, may determine what the mode 
or modes of oscillation may be, for the device 
may OScillate simultaneously at a number of 
different frequencies, and in Such case all but one 
of the modes will be parasitic, withdrawing power 
from the desired mode and wasting it as heat. 
Accordingly it has been considered necessary 

to make the resonating structures symmetrical, 
to locate the excitation on the axis, and to make 
the transverse dimension of the cavity not greater 
than one wave length of the desired mode, which, 
in general, is the “principal' mode, or mode of 
lowest frequency. These rules may be modified 
in multiple cavity structures, but otherwise are 
quite generally followed, 
The requirement for axial excitation tends to 

Set a limit to the power that can be produced 
by a single oscillator. Where excitation is 
through the electric field the excitation should 
be at a voltage loop in this field, which is theo 
retically a point, the magnetic field being cir 
cular and with the Voltage loop or maximum on 
the axis and the currents flowing radially, the 
current maximum and voltage node being at the 
circumference. Actually the exciting elements 
must have dimension, but this must be restricted 
SO that they are confined within a space of less 
than One-half wave length diameter if this mode 
is to dominate, and with short wave length this 
Seriously limits the size of the exciting elements 
and hence the power they can handle at a given voltage. 
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2. 
It is clear that if, instead of being confined to 

the neighborhood of a point, the potential loop 
at which excitation takes place were a circle of 
a WaVe length diameter the power could be enor 
mously increased, but in the past this has been 
considered impossible, for it involves resonance 
of the cavity at other than its principal mode, 
and there are numerous other modes that are 
nearly, if not quite, as easy to excite as the 
desired. One and hence which may absorb large 
amounts of power and render the operation of 
the device uncertain and unstable. 
Broadly stated, the purpose of this invention is 

to provide means for generating, amplifying and 
otherwise handling microwaves of large power, 
up to 1000 kilowatts or more. Among the ob 
jects, when considered in detail, being to provide 
means for forcing the OScillation of a resonant 
cavity in a desired mode of oscillation; to provide 
a means of exciting a cavity oscillator at a single 
mode from positions other than axial; to provide 
a cavity OScillator which can be driven at a pre 
determined mode by a plurality of distributed 
exciting elements of relatively large aggregate 
area, to provide a cavity resonator in which 
troublesome parasitic oscillations are suppressed; 
and to provide a type of vacuum tube which will 
generate microwaves of many kilowatts power or 
amplify Such waves to give a like output. 
Other objectives and features of this invention 

will become apparent by reference to the follow 
ing description and the accompanying drawings 
wherein: 

Fig. 1 is an axial sectional view of a vacuum 
tube amplifier embodying my invention; 

Fig. 2 is a transverse Sectional view of the same 
tube, the plane of section being indicated by the 
line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary section being a devel 
oped circumference, the trace of whose intersec 
tion with the plane of Fig. 1 is indicated by the 
line 3-3 thereon. 

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view of the cathode 
support column of the tube shown in Fig. 1, the 
plane of section being on the line 4-4 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is an alternate cathode structure for a, 
tube of the same type as shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary Section taken 
through the central plane of the filament and 
grid structure of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 7 is a similar section to that of Fig. 6, 
Showing the structure of cathodes and grids in 
the type of construction illustrated in Fig. 5. 
From One point of view, this invention com 

prises a cavity resonator whose lateral dimen 
Sions are larger than one wave length of its de 
sired frequency of oscillation; preferably the 
cavity is bilaterally symmetrical and its axial 
length is short as compared to said wave length, 
and conveniently it is circular, but the cavity 
may be of any of a multitude of forms; flat and 
plate-like, the shell of a cone, formed between 
Concentric Spheres or combinations of these or 
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other forms. Spaced from the axis of the cavity 
by an integral number of half wave lengths, are 
a plurality of exciting elements, which should . . 
also be spaced an odd number of quarter Wave 
lengths from the periphery of the cavity; these 
dimensions are only approximate, however, Since 
it is possible to so load the cavity as to. Vary the 
length of the waves therein, and since the excit 
ing elements are of finite size and need not be 
precisely centered at the half-Wave distance, a. 
considerable degree of tuning is possible. 
Means are provided for Suppressing Some of 

the less desirable modes of Oscillation of the 
cavity, or, at least, for insuring that if parasitic 
modes do occur they will be of definite character. 
Such means may be slots, which are parallel to 
the current flow in the principal mode but acroSS 
the lines of current flow in the less desired modes, 
formed in the plates of the cavity. Another 
method is to short-circuit the cavity at voltage 2 
nodes of the desired mode. Still another method 
of accomplishing the purpose is to step the cavity, 
making its axial length greater in certain por 
tions than in others, thus causing irregularities 
which would have a suppressing effect on certain 
undesired modes, by destroying the Symmetry of 
the cavity, but would have no material effect On 
the desired mode. 
From another point of view, the broad inven 

tion resides in the tube itself, and not in the 
cavities, but in their coupling. The tube used is 
a tetrode, with built-in grid and plate resonant 
cavities. These cavities are coupled, either elec 
tronically or through electrical or magnetic 
fields, or material electrical circuits. 
lation of the tube in its desired mode is aSSured 
by making the resonant cavities different insofar 
as their parasitic modes of oscillation is con 
cerned, but, in their desired mode, responsive to 
the same frequency; in other words, the cavities 
are turned with respect to the desired modes but 
detuned from the undesired. Ones. 

The OScil 

0. 
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A tetrode oscillator or amplifier embodying the 
invention is ilustrated in Fig. 1. This tube em 
bodies the principles disclosed in the prior Patent 
No. 2,424,002, issued July 15, 1947, to Sloan, in 
sofar as the tube elements are concerned, and 
reference is made to that patent for the theory 
of the quarter-wave transmission line chokes and 
by-passes which are used throughout to prevent 5 
leakage and radiation of the high frequency 
power: These arrangements are particularly im 
portant in the present instance because of the 
large amounts of power generated by the tube, 
since the escape of even a relatively low per 
centage would cause serious heating and inter 
ference. 

In the detailed description of this tube the 
point of departure will be taken as the grid base 
, and the support of the cathodes, grid, acceler 
ating grid, and anode will be referred to this base. 
The terms “upper' and “lower' will be used to 
describe the tube as positioned in Fig. 1, and are 
not to be considered as limiting the position of 
the tube as actually used. 
The cathodes are distributed around the base 

in 12 sets, each supported from its pair of leads 
3 and 5. Each pair of leads is arranged radially, 
with the mid-point of the pair approximately 
one-half wave length distant from the axis with 
respect to the nominal wave length of the tube, 
which, however, can be tuned through a reason 
able range. The leads themselves are preferably 
constructed of hard-drawn copper tubing, and 
within each is an inner tube, numbered. T and 9 
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4. 
respectively. The inner tubes terminate closely 
adjacent the upper ends of the leads 3 and 5, and 
Water can be circulated through the outer tube 
and back through the inner, in order to effect 
Cooling. 
A Separate circular aperture is formed in the 

grid base for each of the cathode leads. Down 
Wardly from each of these apertures a flange or 
collar fi projects, which is contracted at its 
lower end and joined to an upwardly projecting 
thimble 3. The metal-to-metal joints between 
grid base and collar and collar and thimble are 
preferably hard Soldered or brazed, to insure a 
gas-tight joint. Unless specified otherwise all of 
the other metal-to-metal joints which will later 
be described may be considered to be of this same 
character. Furthermore, the tube structure is 
almost entirely of metal, and where no specific 
material is mentioned the parts described are to 
be considered as made of 'Kovar,' copper, or 
other material which can be thorougfhly out 
gaSSed. It Will be understood that in building up 
the metal structure of the tube hard solders of 
Various materials and of various melting points 
are used, So that parts can be added successively 
Without disturbing joints previously formed with 
Soldiers of higher melting point. Details of this 
character are Well known in the art, and will 
generally not be discussed herein. 
A short length of insulating tubing 5 is sealed 

to the upper end of each of the thimbles 3. 
This, in turn, is sealed to a pair of cup-like 
chokes 7 and 9, mounted back to back with the 
cathode lead passing through the bottoms of 
the two cups, and secured thereto. The cath 
ode leads terminate, just beyond the inner end 
of the cups S, in “flags' 2-1. The filaments or 
cathodes proper 23 are bridged across between 
these flags, there being eight filaments to a set 
and each being mounted radially Of the tube. 
The flags are received in recesses or slots in a 
cathode guard ring, to be described later. The 
adjacent faces of the flags are dimensioned to 
form an open ended quarter wave length line, 
which by-passes such radio frequency energy as 
may be picked up by the filaments. 
The guard ring structure, is massive, its aline 

ment and positioning with relation to the other 
elements of the tube are critical, and it must, in 
part, be adjustable. In order to meet these re 
quirements, it is mounted on a column carried 
axially of the grid base. A skirt 25 projects 
downward from an axial hole in the grid base . 
Fitted. Within this skirt and brazed to its lower 
end is a tubular column 27 which carries on its 
upper end the annular guard. For convenience 
this is made in two parts; the support ring 29, 
which is secured directly to the column 27, and 
the guard proper 31, which is a ring mounted at 
the periphery of the support ring 29. The re 
cesses for receiving the flags 2 extend entirely 
through the support ring 29, and nearly through 
the ring 3. The closure 33 remaining above the 
flags is slotted to receive the filaments 23, SO 
that the upper surfaces of the filaments lie Sub 
stantially in the plane of the upper Surface of 
the ring 3. 
This structure is shown Ilore clearly in Fig. 

6, which shows how the filament 23, which is a 
flat short strip of thoriated tungsten, bent down 
ward at the ends to. form a staple or horseshoe, 
is let into a hole 32 in each of the flags, and, fur 
ther, how the upper Surface of the guard ring 
3' is formed to bring the filament Substantially 
level with its upper surface. Since the guard 
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ring is biased to a relatively high negative po 
tential, this conformation of the ring around the 
filament prevents side emission of the electrons 
and tends to focus them through the grid slots. 
The grid cavity tuning mechanism is slidably 

mounted within the column 27. This mecha 
nism comprises an outer tube 35 which fits snugly 
around a composite inner member. The struc 
ture of this member is best shown by the CrOSS 
Section of Fig. 4. It consists of two similar Sub 
stantially semi-cylindrical halves, which have 
their opposing faces milled out to form an H 
shaped wave guide 37 when the two halves are 
brought together. Two additional parallel lon 
gitudinal slots 38 are milled in the outer surfaces 
of the Sections, 36, and terminate in a circum 
ferential channel 39. The channels 38 are COW 
ered by a member 40 which is turned down to 
conform with the cylindrical outline of the cen 
tra member. The channel 39 is, as will be Ob 
vious, closed when the central column is inserted 
in its outer tube 35, and cooling water is circu 
lated in the passages thus formed. 
The input of the Wave guide 37 is through a 

horn 4, by which it may be coupled to a Wave 
guide of any desired characteristics. The horn 
is closed at its lower end by a glass Window 43, 
which, Sealing to the metal horn, forms a vac 
uum-tight joint. 
The upper end of the Wave guide is coupled 

into the cathode cavity by means of a coupling 
link 45, of approximately one-quarter wave 
length. It will be seen that this couples mag 
netically with the wave guide; a voltage loop is 
formed at its upper end, and this couples elec 
trostatically with the cavity. 
A flexible annular diaphragm 47 connects be 

tween the inner periphery of the support ring 
29 and the upper end of the tuning member 36, 
the adjacent inner end outer peripheries of the 
members 29 and 36 respectively being cut away 
to permit flexure of this diaphragm. The dia 
phragm forms an air-tight seal which permits 
the slight movement of the member 36 which is 
necessary for tuning. 
Tuning is accomplished by means of Screws 

49 threaded into the end of the tuning member. 
These screws are rotated by means of pinions 
5 driven by worms 53 and both mounted. On 
a flanged disc 55 carried by the Support tube 
2 at its lower end. 
The upper surfaces of the guard rings 3 and 

29, the diaphragm 47, and the upper face 63 of 
the tuning element 36, together form. One of the 
two surfaces of the grid cavity 65. In order to 
provide separate D. C. biasing of the upper Suri. 
face of the grid cavity, this is formed by a cap 
which is separately supported from the grid 
base . Collars 67 carrying thimbles 69, sim 
ilar to those used to support the cathode leads, 
are carried in openings formed near the periph 
ery of the grid base f. Insulating tubular struts 
7 are sealed to the thimble 69 and to cup-shaped 
caps 73 at the upper end of these struts. Small 
discs 75, carried on the end of the cap 3, bear 
studs 77 to which the main grid cap Support 
ring is bolted. 
The support ring comprises an annular shoul 

der 79, provided with an outer tubular portion 
or skirt 81, which surrounds the Supporting col 
ums, and an inner tubular extension to which 
the grid cap is secured. 
The grid cap comprises a tubular portion 85 

which is essentially an extension of the tubular 
member 83, closed by a nearly flat plate 87. Just 
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6 
within the tubular portion 85, and separated 
from it by a very small distance, is a depend 
ing skirt 89, which is about a quarter of a Wave 
length long. The outer portion of the plate 87 
conforms closely with the upper surface of the 
grid ring 3, and is slotted immediately above 
the filaments 23 to form grids of the same char 
acter as were described in the Sloan and Mar 
shall patent above referred to. The central por 
tion, above the ring 29 and the tuning element 
36, is truly flat. This central portion of the 
plate 87 is made of two layers to permit the for 
mation of an annular channel 88 for the circula 
tion of cooling water. Water is supplied through 
a pair of manifolds 9 which circle the grid cap 
immediately above the shoulder 79. Capillary 
nickel tubes 93, leading from the manifolds, are 
inlaid in grooves in the grid cap and So lead 
into the channel, passing under the grid bars aS 
is shown in Fig. 6. 
The cavity between the two halves of the grid 

cavity structure oscillates substantially as though 
the gap between the two did not exist. It will be 
seen that the path around the skirt 89 is sub 
stantially one-half Wave length long. It forms 
What is essentially a coaxial transmission line, 
and since it is closed at its end it acts like a 
short circuit at the outer edge of the ring 29. 
The transmission line branches at the end of the 
dependent skirt 89. The lower portion is a 
quarter Wave length open ended line, and viewed 
from the point where it branches it appears like 
a short circuit, whereas the upper portion ap 
pears from this point very nearly like an open 
circuit. Accordingly, the voltage drop at the point 
of juncture will almost entirely be expended 
acroSS the 'Open circuited' portion, whereas the 
"short circuit' portion will act as a by-pass. As 
a result, very little energy will escape from the grid cavity. 
The cavity oscillates most readily at the TMo.3 

mode, With voltage nodes on each side of the de 
pendent Skirt 89 and between the axis and the 
filaments, and loops at the axis, the filaments, 
and at the lower edge of the skirt. At this mode 
little power can escape through the gap between 
the guard ring and grid, owing to the relative 
impedance between the paths, but at other 
TMon frequencies departing materially from that 
desired, the excitation by the grids becomes less 
efficient, and the paths up and down from the edge 
of the skirt 89 approach the same impedance, so 
that power is radiated through the gap and the 
OScillations damp out. The resonator is not a 
"cavity,' in the ordinary sense for such modes, 
though it acts like one for the desired mode. 
The closure near its periphery is virtual, not 

actual, and it would therefore be nearly if not 
quite as accurate to consider the cavity as closed 
at the Voltage node at the inner base of the 
skirt 89 and oscillating in the TMo,2 mode. The 
potential distribution between the axis and the 
skirt is the same from either point of view. 
This completes the description of the cathode 

and grid structures, all of which are supported 
from within the grid base . The anode and ac 
celerator grid structures are supported externally 
of the grid base . A ring 95, depending from 
the lower Outer edge of the grid base, carries a 
skirt 97 to which is brazed a sealing ring 99. 
Sealed to this is the main envelope O of the 
tube, a cylinder of hard glass which is bulged 
slightly at the center to carry it away from the 
principal electrostatic stresses between the high 
potential portions of the tube. At its upper end 
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the envelope is sealed to a second sealing ring 03 
Which is secured through a skirt O5 to an ac 
celerator grid Support ring 97. Through an 
intermediate ring G9 this carries a support tube 
Í í í, to which the accelerator grid proper is se 
cured. This comprises a disc f3, whose lower 
Surface is conformed to the outer Surface of the 
grid 87. It is flat except for an annular "bulge'' 
'innediately above the filaments. This portion 
of the accelerator grid is slotted, the grid func 
tion being Supplied by the bars left between the 
slots. Like the control grid, the central portion 
of the accelerator grid is formed in two layers 
to provide a cooling channel 5, fed by a pair 
of manifold tubes if and capillary feeders 9. 
The space between the accelerator grid and the 

control grid does not form a resonant cavity at 
the Operating frequencies of the tube. At these 
frequencies the flange 2, which surrounds the 
accelerator grid, forms with its inwardly project. 
ing skirt 23 a quarter Wave choke which offers a 
very high impedance at the periphery of the 
cavity, across which the maximum voltage drop 

- Will occur, and the Space between the skirt 23 
and the grid cap 85 forms a by-pass. The high 
impedance at the operating frequency prevents 
any material build-up of voltages thereat, while 
the by-pass prevents the escape of power through 
forced oscillation. At other frequencies the by 
paSS Section is not operative as such and itself 
contributes to the damping. V 
The anode structure is supported from the 

accelerator grid support ring 07 by means of an 
insulating tube 25 secured to the support ring 
by a seal ring f27. A second seal ring 29 
connects with the anode support ring 3 which 
carries the series of concentric tubes forming the 
anode structure. Of these tubes the outermost 
33, the intermediate tube 35, and the inner 
tube 3, are spaced so that between them is 
formed a channel through which cooling Water 
may be circulated through the input and out 
put ports 39 and 4 respectively. A massive 
copper outer anode ring 43 is secured to the 
end of tube 33. An inner anode ring 45 is 
secured to the tube f37. Between the two, and 
mounted on tube 35, is the anode proper. 
The anode structure can best be appreciated 

by reference to Fig. 3. In constructing it, a solid 
copper hoop f 46 is provided, into One edge (the 
lower, as shown in the figure) of which is milled 
a Succession of narrow V-shaped slots equal in 
number to the filaments; i. e., in the present 
instance, 96 such slots. After the completion of 
this operation short tubular hoops, thinner than 
the hoop 6, are fitted within and without the 
circumference of hoop 46, and are brazed in 
place. From the other, or upper side of the con 
posite hoop thus formed, another succession of 
slots for passage of water is milled through all 
three of the members forming the hoop, and the 
whole is then brazed onto a ring 49, which in 
turn is fastened to the tube 35. The lips 50 
and 52 of the inner and outer anode rings are 
then brazed to the hoops 47 and 48 respectively, 
which completes this portion of the anode. The 
whole forms an annular ridge on the anode struc 
ture, which faces the filaments, the V-shaped 
grooves being opposed to the filaments then 
selves. The slots which extend through members 
246, 47 and 43 connect the channels between 
tubes 33 and 35 and between 35 and 37, re 
spectively, so that the water which is circulated 
through these channels passes in close proximity 

0 

8 
with the anode surfaces bombarded by the elec 
tron flow from the cathodes and keeps them cool. 
The shape of the anode cavity, particularly 

in the portion where the electron flow from 
the filament is received, is important. The 
voltage between anode and cathode is high, but 
there is still a considerable secondary emission 
of electrons Where impact occurs. Insofar as 
the Secondaries are emitted within the V-shaped 
slots in the anode, the emission is largely 
trapped and takes no further part in the dis 
charge, but where Secondaries are released 
from the ridges between the slots and from the 
adjacent portions of the anode Structure the 
results, may be Serious, especially since the 
ratio of secondary electrons to primaries may 
be considerably greater than unit. If these 
Secondary electrons have a transit time which 
causes then to resonate with the desired fre 
quency their numbers may build up by geo 
metrical progression until the oscillating elec 
trons effectively form a short circuit at what 
is desired to be a potential loop, with the result 
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that the tube can actually cease to function for 
this reaSOn alone. 
A defocusing field is thus formed Which 

causes Secondary electrons to migrate away 
from the primary electron stream, toward loci 
on either side thereof where the paths across 
the cavity are longer and the oscillating voltages 
are leSS. Both of these effects increase the 
transit time of the electrons and cause them 
to fall out of resonance with the oscillating 
field So that they no longer cause further sec 
Ondary emission and are eventually picked up 
by one of the cavity surfaces. This feature 
may not be particularly important when there 
is a large D. C. potential difference between 
accelerator grid and anode to sweep out the 
Secondaries, but when the tube is operated with 
these elements at or near the same potential 
it becomes a necessary condition of operation. 
The outer surface of the block 45 is pro 

vided with circumferential and radial grooves 
53 and 55 respectively, which form chokes 
and by-passes for defining the extent of the plate 
cavity 59 and determining its modes of oscil 
lation aS has heretofore been described in con 
nection with the grid cavity. 
The anode tuning mechanism is slidably 

mounted within the tube f37 and is a substan 
tial duplicate of the mechanism used for tuning 
the grid. It comprises an outer tube 6 and 
an inner column 63 with a cooling channel 
65 formed between them. The sliding and 

Stationary portions of the mechanism are joined 
by an annular diaphragm 67 which performs 
the same function as the diaphragm. A 7 of the 
grid tuning mechanism. Tuning is accomplished 
by means of screws 62 carried by the block 
69 mounted on the end of tube 37. The 

Screws are rotated by means of pinions T and 
Worms T3. 
Power is absorbed from the plate cavity by 

a quarter Wave link 75 coupling with the Wave 
guide which extends axially through the 
anode tuning Structure and terminates in a 
horn 79 and a window (not shown) similar 
to the grid Window 43. 
In Fig. 5 there is shown a modified cathode 

and grid structure which may be substituted 
for that shown in Fig. 1, using an identical 
anode structure. The structure of Fig. 5 pos 
SeSSes Some disadvantages in comparison with 
that shown in the first figure, but it is enough 
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easier to construct so that in many cases it 
would be the choice. 
In the modified form of the device the grid 

base f is reduced to a narrow ring f', which 
Supports the grid cap on struts in precisely 
the same manner as in the form of the device 
first described. The various elements of this 
structure which are identical with like elements 
of Fig. 1 are identified by the same reference 
characters as those in the initial figure. 

Rising from the inner edge of the base ring 
f is a thin cylinder 20, carrying at its upper 
end an Outer filament ring 203. Concentric 
within this ring is an inner filament ring 205, 
spaced from the ring 203 by a narrow gap which 
forms a quarter Wave open-ended line. The 
filaments 23' are bridged across between the 
two rings, all of the filaments in this case being 
connected in parallel. Fig. 7 shows a trans 
verse section through the filaments, indicating 
how the rings 203 and 205 are cut away to 
reduce the capacity between the filament rings 
and the grid cap 81. A pair of concentric 
tubular flanges 207 and 209 depend from the 
filament rings 203 and 205 respectively, being 
Spaced. Some distance back from the gap be 
tween the two rings. A glass seal 2 if joins 
the two flanges 207 and 209. 
A support tube 27' is bolted to the inner 

periphery of the ring 205. This is so sealed 
as to make a gas-tight joint, and as the struc 
ture within it is precisely the same as that 
within the support tube 27 the description is 
not repeated here. 
Current is carried to the two filament rings 

through a plurality of copper tubes 2 3, 25, 
which are brazed to the filament rings and 
carry cooling water as well as current to the 
filaments. 

It Will be noted that in this instance the filia 
ment supporting structure forms the lower por 
tion of the grid cavity. This possesses the 
disadvantage that the lateral focusing effect 
of the guard structure in the first figure is 
absent, and some electron emission is accord 
ingly Wasted. On the other hand, the struc 
ture is so much simpler and cheaper to build 
that some filament efficiency may be sacrified 
in order to gain these advantages. . . .7 
Where a tube of the character of those here 

described is driven by an external oscillator, and 
acts merely as an amplifier, there is less dif-. 
ficulty likely to be experienced through oscil 
lation in undesired modes. Where, however, 
the device is self oscillatory and is driven by 
coupling between the output and the input, 
para Sitic modeS Of OScillation could practically 
destroy the usefulness of the tube but for the 
steps here taken to prevent it. 

For self oscillation to occur at any frequency 
the electron coupling between the cavities must 
occur in the neighborhood of voltage loops in 
both; in the grid cavity to modulate the elec 
tron stream, and in the plate cavity to absorb 
energy from the stream by retarding the elec 
trons. Both cavities must respond to the same 
frequency, and the feed-back through the ex 
ternal circuit must be in the proper phase. 
In an axial filament tube these three condi 

tions coincide in any important degree only with 
respect to the TMon modes; the frequency dis 
crepancies between the one of these modes de 
sired and others of the same class practically in 
sures that any feed-back of the latter will be out 
of phase, and the voltage loops of the TM1,n, 
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10 
TM2n, etc., modes are all displaced from the 
axis So that there is Substantially no coupling 
of the cavities at these modes through the elec 
tron Stream. 

Woltage loops in Some of these latter modes, 
however, notably the TM2.3 and TM33, would 
normally occur not far from the radius at Which 
the filaments of the instant tube are located, and 
the frequencies can be near enough to the TMos 
frequency to get feed-back in the proper phase to 
cause OScillation. Not all of the grid slots will 
be effective at these modes, for nodes and loops 
alternate around the grid-slot circle, the loops 
themselves alternating in polarity, and the grid 
Slots located at the loops are sufficient to cause 
the trouble, especially since the coupling with the 
Output circuit is poor at these modes and hence 
provides little damping. 
These effects are suppressed in accordance with 

this invention by three counter-measures: rela 
tive detuning of the undesired modes in the two 
cavities, relative displacement of the voltage loops 
therein, and damping. 
The first two of these measures are contributed 

i to by the difference in shape of the two cavities; 
the stepped grid cavity alters both the frequency 
and the field pattern of that cavity as compared 
to the anode cavity. 
Also effective, however, are radial slots 2 7, 

formed in the end plate or plates of one (or both) 
of the cavities. For best results the slots are odd 
in number, as intermediate slots between the odd 
numbered Ones usually have little effect. They 
are also more effective if spaced somewhat irregu larly. 

Slots of this character have very little effect on 
the TMo, n modes, for they are parallel to the 
Current flow, and hence increase the inductance 
of the cavity slightly. Several of them, however, 
will cut across the lines of current flow of the 
normal pattern of any of the more prominent 
TMn.,3 modes, in any position within the cavity 
which the modes might assume. 

Slots across the lines of flow will not prevent 
Such flow at the frequencies here considered. 
The sides of the slots, passing through the cavity 
wall, can be considered as the conductors of 
transmission lines, and the resultant effect de 
pends both on the thickness of the cavity walls 
and on what is outside of the cavity. In any 
practical tube the thickness will be such that the 
transmission line will be of less than a quarter 
Wavelength, and hence will appear in the resonant 
System like a series capacity. This capacity may 
have almost any value, depending on wave length, 
depth of slot, etc. If the impedance it offers to 
the Oscillations is high enough it may divert the 
currents into a longer path and increase the cur 
rent density in that path, thus raising the effec 
tive inductance and lowering frequency, or, again, 
it may act as a capacity to raise the frequency 
of a mode having any specified number of volt 
age maxima. Since the number of such maxima, 
is always even, and since the slots are somewhat 
irregularly Spaced, some of the circulating cur 
rent paths will be cut by more slots than will 
others, and the effect is to distort the oscillation 
pattern and make it asymmetrical, so that there 
will be fewer locations around the ring of grid 
slots where maximum grid control and maximum 
power of the plate cavity to absorb energy coin 
cide. ?? 

Most important, if the slots terminate in the 
open they will radiate the power of the parasitic 
modes, and damp out their oscillations before 
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they can build up. They have no such damping . 
effect on the desired mode since both sides of the 
slots are at the same potential at all times So 
far as this mode is concerned. 
The principle behind the entire design may 

perhaps best be appreciated from the following: 
each of the cavities is capable of oscillating.ira an 
infinite number of modes in addition to the one 
desired, and it is obviously impossible to Suppress 
them all. Of these modes, however, only a 
limited number of the possible modes are preb 
able, i. e., excited as readily as the desired one. 
Some of these probable modes can be prevented 
entirely, but where they cannot be they can be . 
mutually detuned, as between cavities, and where 
So detuned no appreciable feed-back Will occur 
between anode and grid cavities, and hence evera 
if such modes are initiated in either cavity they 
will immediately damp out and cease to exist. 

It should be noted that where the terms "half 
wave length' and “quarter wavelength' are used, 
What is meant is the distanee betweera two volt 
age nodes or loops or between a voltage loop and 
a node, in the particular structure enerationed. 
These distances will not, in general, be one-half 
or one-quarter of the wave length in free space 
of the frequencies at which the device is oper 
ating. They will instead be dependent on phase 
velocities which in general will be greater than 
the free space wave length of a corresponding 
wave. On the other hand, where inductance or 
capacity are high, as they may be in a coaxial 
structure, for example, the fractional wave 
lengths may be shorter than the free space half 
and quarter wave lengths. 
One point Which is brought out in the prior 

patent previously referred to in this application 
but which should also probably be mentioned 
here, is that the “quarter Wave' chokes and by 
passes which have frequently been mentioned are 
of quarter wave length only at the mid-frequeney 
of the band over which the device tunes. At 
other frequencies not too far distant fro; in this, 
while they do not act as “infinite' or “Zero' in 
pedances, nevertheless the impedances that they 
offer to these frequencies are very high and very 
low, and the division of potential across them is 
such that very little power is wasted by radiation 
from the parts of the device to which they are 
applied. - 

It is to be understood that the principles which 
are embodied in the tube which has been de 
scribed are not limited to this specific device, but 
are of general application. I therefore do not 
wish to be bound by any limitations in this speci 
fication except those which are specifically ex 
pressed in the appended claims. 

claim: 
1. In a combination with a microwave device, 

a cavity reSonator having a transverse dimension 
greater than the Wave length at which it oper 
ates and means Spaced substantially an integral 
number of half Wavelengths from the axis of 
Said resonator for exciting electrical oscillations 
therein, said resonator having formed therein a 
plurality of Substantially radial slots to intersect, 
the currents of parasitic modes of oscillation of 
the resonator as a whole. 

2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 where 
in Said exciting means comprise a plurality of 
circularly arranged exciting units, disposed ap 
proximately one-half wave length of the desired 
mode of Oscillation from the axis of the resonator. 

3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 
Wherein said slots are odd in number. 
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12 
4. Apparatus in accordance with claim i 

wherein said slots are odd in number and asym 
metrically arranged. 

5. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 
Wherein Said slots are asymmetrically arranged. 

6. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 
wherein Said exciting means comprise a plurality 
of radially disposed filaments centered approxi 
mately one-half wave length of the desired mode 
Of OScillation from the axis of said resonator. 

7. A microwave generator comprising a plu 
rality of oscillation generating units of relatively 
low power, and means mutually coupling said 
units to give a combined high power output at 
Substantially a Single frequency, said coupling 
means comprising a, cavity resonator the diam 
eter of which is larger than its operating wave 
length, and said units being circularly mounted 
at a voltage loop within the cavity of said reso 
nator Spaced from the axis thereof. 

8. Apparatus in accordance with claim 7 
Wherein radial Slots are formed in said resonator 
between said units to suppress oscillation therein 
at nodes other than the fundamental. 

9. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 
wherein the axial length of said resonator is 
materially less than its transverse dimension. 

10. A tetrode for operation at microwave fre 
quencies comprising a cathode, a plate structure 
and a grid structure, and cavity resonators for 
each of Said structures having transverse dimen 
Sions larger than the wave length of the desired 
frequency of operation, said resonators being 
mutually coupled through apertures in said grid 
structure Spaced from the axis of said cavities by 
Substantially one-half of the wave length there 
in of Said frequency of operation. 

11. A cavity resonator having a transverse di 
mension greater than one wave length of the de 
sired Operating frequency, a plurality of exciting 
elements Spaced from the axis of said resonator 
Substantially one-half wave length at said fre 
quency Within the resonator, and means within 
said resonator for suppressing parasitic oscilla 
tions within said resonator at frequencies adja 
cent said desired frequency. 

12. In a vacuum tube for operation at micro 
Wave frequencies, a grid cavity reSonator, an 
anode cavity resonator mounted coaxially there 
With, each of said resonators being. dimensioned 
to 9Scillate at the same desired frequency, a plu 
rality of exciting elements coupling Said resona 
tors and disposed at a potential loop at the de 
Sired mode Spaced from the axis of said resona 
tors, and mutually detuning means as to unde 
Sired modes of oscillation formed within at least 
One Of Said resonators. - 

13. Apparatus in accordance with claim 12 
wherein said detuning means, comprises a step 
formed in one of said cavities at a voltage node 
therein of the desired frequency. 

DAVID H. SLOAN. 
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